The “Raspadsky” strip mine produced the jubilee 50 million tons of coal since the start of
the enterprise
December 28, 2021 - The staff of the “Raspadsky” strip mine of the Raspadsky Coal Company
(RCC manages the coal assets of EVRAZ) marked two production achievements – 3 million tons
of coal per year and the 50 million tons of coal since the start of the enterprise. In 2021, the strip
mine turned 17 years old.
Denis Lukin, RCC Executive Director of Open-pit Mining Operations, congratulated the miners on
their production achievements. The director of the Raspadsky Mine, Roman Mezhov, handed him
a symbolic piece of coal. The leaders of the production were awarded with corporate awards.
This year, the team of the strip mine managed to reach the planned production figures. The
transition from a longitudinal bed mining system to a block one has begun. This is one of the
stages of the company's development strategy for the next 5 years.
To ensure uninterrupted operation, the quarry equipment will be updated next year: 6 dump trucks
of various lifting capacities and a powerful electric excavator P&H-2300 XPC with the possibility
of loading on two sides will arrive. The miners plan is to produce at least 4 million tons of coal per
year.
The construction of a workshop for auxiliary equipment is almost completed. Next year it is
planned to design and then build a repair box for heavy trucks and a new administrative and
service building.

About the Company
Raspadskaya Group comprises enterprises of a single territorial production complex in Kemerovo Region and the Republic of Tuva
of the Russian Federation: eight mines, two open-pit mines, three processing plants, transport and industrial infrastructure
enterprises. Is part of EVRAZ, a vertically integrated mining and steelmaking business.
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